Abstract
Psychodrama is a means of psycho-social therapy (both
individually and collectively for young and old) through the theater,
employing the techniques and techniques of the Seikodrama through
theatrical text, reflecting the political, economic, social, psychological,
artistic, religious, cultural and environmental dimensions. (The rain of
summer) for (Ali Abdul Nabi Zaidi). "The four chapters contained the
first chapter on the methodology of research and included the problem of
research on the following question: (What are the implications of the
Seikodrama in the text of the play (rain summer) Ali Abdul Nabi Zaidi)
The search was done The aim of the research is to identify the extent of
the effects of the saikodrama in the text of the play "Summer Rain" by
Ali Abdul Nabi al-Zaidi. The limits of the research have been extended
for a period of (2011) and spatial limitations: Iraq, While the objective
limit is to study the implications of the Seikodrama in the text of the play
"Summer Rain" by (Ali Abdul Nabi Al Zaidi). The second chapter is
related to the theoretical discussions and the theoretical framework. The
second chapter dealt with the theoretical references to (Ali Abdul Nabi
Al-Zaidi). The third chapter came to be the research procedures where the
researchers adopted the research society. The text of the play (Summer
Rain) The researchers adopted the descriptive analytical approach in the
method of text analysis and the research tool, which was based on the
theoretical framework indicators and the literature that means the
cycrorama as well as the analysis of the sample and its presentation to the
experts. In the fourth chapter where the results were drawn up and
mentioned
1-1 Seikodrama has developed awareness of the negative behavior of the
characters who suffer from mental disorder, even knowing the error and
the realization of the bitter reality and face the problem to reach
consensus with others. As in the character (in the play Rain Summer).
The conclusions mention:
1-1 Seikodrama was known as an important means of cleansing, which is
called psychologists (emotional venting)
Then recommendations and proposals and finally a list of sources and
references and summary in English.

